I Kissed a Zombie, and I Liked It by Adam Selzer YP FIC SELZER Living in the post-human era
when the undead are part of everyday life, high
schooler Alley breaks her no-dating rule when Doug
catches her eye.

The Boy who Couldn’t Die by William Sleator YP
FIC SLEATOR When his best friend dies in a plane

crash, sixteen-year-old Ken has a ritual performed that
will make him invulnerable, but soon learns that he had
good reason to be suspicious of the woman he paid to
lock his soul away.

I Love Him to Pieces: Or My Date is Dead
Weight Or He Only Loves Me For my Brains by

Evonne Tsang YP FIC TSANG St. Petersburg High
school juniors Dicey Bell, a baseball star, and Jack
Chen, who loves science and role-playing games, discover a mutual attraction when paired for a project, but
on their first date, a zombie-producing fungus sends
them on the run.

Zombie Tales Series YP FIC ZOMBIES Delivering

smart, accessible, high-quality short stories, this anthology has met with great acclaim amongst both comic and
zombie fans. Featuring more great zombie stories from
more great writers and artists that you know and love.
Don't worry about leaving room for dessert-you're it!

Zombies vs. Unicorns Edited by Holly Black and
Justine Larbalestier YP FIC ZOMBIES Twelve
short stories by a variety of authors seek to answer the
question of whether zombies are better than unicorns.

So Now You’re a Zombie: A Handbook for the
Recently Undead by John Austin 818.607

AUSTIN Zombiologist John Austin details everything
you need to know, as a newly undead soul, to hunt,
fight, and feed on the living. As the first handbook written specifically for the undead, So Now You're a Zombie explains how you ended up in this predicament, the
stages of zombification, and what you need to survive in
this zombiphobic world.

Generation Dead Series by Daniel Waters YP FIC
WATERS When dead teenagers who have come back
to life start showing up at her high school, Phoebe, a
goth girl, becomes interested in the phenomenon, and
when she starts dating a "living impaired" boy, they
encounter prejudice, fear, and hatred.

Never Slow Dance With a Zombie by Ehrich Van

Lowe YP FIC VANLOWE When most of their high
school classmates turn into flesh-eating zombies,
Margot and best friend Sybil see an opportunity to finally become popular and find boyfriends--if they can
just stay alive.

The Cellar by A.J. Whitten YP FIC WHITTEN

Seventeen-year-old Meredith Willis has seen the monstrous truth about her new next-door neighbor, Adrien,
who is wildly popular at school and her sister Heather's
new love interest, but trying to stop him could be fatal.
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Zombie Queen of Newberry High by Amanda

Ashby YP FIC ASBY While trying to cast a love
spell on her date on the eve of the senior prom, Mia
inadvertently infects her entire high school class with
a virus that will turn them all into zombies.

Bad Taste in Boys by Carrie Harris YP FIC

HARRIS Kate is horrified when her high school's football coach gives team members steroids, but the drugs
turn players into zombies and Kate must find an antidote
before the flesh-eating monsters get to her or her friends.

Ashes by Ilsa J. Bick YP FIC BIBK Alex, a

seventeen-year-old running from her brain tumor,
Tom, who has left the war in Afghanistan, and Ellie,
an angry eight-year-old, join forces after an electromagnetic pulse sweeps through the sky and kills most
of the world's population, turning some of those who
remain into zombies and giving the others superhuman senses.

My So Called Death by Stacey Jay YP FIC JAY

After dying in a cheerleading accident, high school
freshman Karen turns into a zombie and enrolls at a
boarding school for the undead where she uncovers a
murder mystery.
Undead Much by Stacey Jay YP FIC JAY Sixteen
-year-old Megan Berry finds her destiny, gets help
from a new friend in battling a siege from a zombie
army, and tries to reach second base with her boyfriend, Ethan.

Marvel Zombies Series by Robert Kirkman and

Fred Van Lente YP FIC KIRKMAN and YP FIC
VANLENTE All your favorite heroes and villains in

The Zombie Survival Guide: Recorded Attacks by

the Marvel Universe must fight the encroaching super
zombie invasion before they eat the universe.

lessons that history has taught about zombie outbreaks. Here, Brooks chronicles the most famous outbreaks, gruesomely illustrated in graphic novel form.

Rot and Ruin Series by Jonathan Maberry YP
FIC MABERRY In a post-apocalyptic world where

Max Brooks YP FIC BROOKS Brooks provides the

Z is for Zombie: An Illustrated Guide to the
End of the World by Adam-Troy Castro YP FIC

fences and border patrols guard the few people left
from the zombies that have overtaken civilization, fifteen-year-old Benny Imura is finally convinced that he
must follow in his older brother's footsteps and become
a bounty hunter.

authors present this fully illustrated A-to-Z guide that
bears witness to the zombie pandemic.

Zomibes! Zombies! Zombies SSC ZOMBIES The

CASTRO With tongues firmly planted in cheeks, the

Z by Michael Thomas Ford YP FIC FORD In the
year 2032, after a virus that turned people into zombies has been eradicated, Josh is invited to join an
underground gaming society, where the gamers hunt
zombies and the action is more dangerous than it
seems.

Soulless by Christopher Golden YP FIC GOLDEN
The attempt of three powerful mediums to open up
communication between the living and the dead has
disastrous consequences when every corpse within a
three-hundred-mile radius of New York City is animated and begins to prey on the living.

The Enemy Series by Charlie Higson YP FIC HIG-

ultimate collection of zombie tales from the greats in
horror writing.

16; anyone who is a "grown-up" has become a decomposing, brainless creature that survives by feeding on
children. The children and teens have barricaded themselves in fortified buildings, fighting off attacks from the
grown-ups who travel in packs, like hungry dogs.

The Death Collector by Justin Richards YP FIC

SON A sickness has afflicted everyone over the age of

Zombie Blondes by Brian James YP FIC JAMES

Each time fifteen-year-old Hannah and her out-of-work
father move she has some fears about making friends,
but a classmate warns her that in Maplecrest, Vermont,
the cheerleaders really are monsters.

RICHARDS Three teens and a curator of unclassified
artifacts at the British Museum match wits with a madman determined to use unorthodox methods to reanimate the dead, both humans and dinosaurs.

The Forest of Hands and Teeth Series by Carrie

Ryan YP FIC RYAN Mary seeks knowledge of life,
love, and especially what lies beyond her walled village
and the surrounding forest, where dwell the aggressive
flesh-eating people who were once dead.

